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Abstract. In GAMMA 10/PDX, spatial distribution of the occurrence of molecular activated recombination (MAR) has 

been studied by measuring two dimensional distributions of H and H line intensities of the divertor simulation plasma.

The V-shaped target in the D-module which is installed in the west end region was exposed to the end loss plasma, and 
additional hydrogen gas was injected in the D-module. The electron temperature near the corner of the V-shaped target 
decreased to ~2 eV with increase in the neutral gas pressure in the D-module and the density roll over was observed, 

indicating the plasma was detached. The two dimensional distributions of the intensity ratio of H and H line intensities

indicates that MAR was enhanced with increase in the neutral gas pressure and the region of the MAR occurrence spread 
and moved to the upstream side.

INTRODUCTION

Understanding of divertor plasma phenomena is one of the most important issues for the stable plasma operation. 

A divertor plate is exposed to high heat and particle fluxes [1]. Plasma detachment is indispensable for reduction of 
the both fluxes, and volumetric plasma recombination in the detached plasma plays an essential role in reduction of 

the both fluxes [2]. Radiative and three body recombination, that is electron ion recombination (EIR), is important 

when the electron temperature is less than about 1 eV. Another recombination process is molecular activated 

recombination (MAR) involving a vibrationally excited hydrogen molecule [3-8]. The rate coefficient of MAR is 

much greater than that of EIR at relatively high electron temperature [4]. In the MAR process, there are three chains 

of reaction: (1) H2(v) + e →H- + H followed by H- + H+→H+ + H* (n = 2, 3), (2) H2(v) + H+ → H2
+( v’) + H followed 

by H2
+ + e → H + H* (n2) and (3) H2(v) + H2

+ → H3
+ + H followed by H3

+ + e → H + H + H and H3
+ + e → H2(v) 

+ H*, where H2(v) and H* denote a vibrationally excited molecule and electrically excited atom, respectively. Balmer 
line emissions are enhanced by these reactions. It is important to control the plasma detachment region for stable 

detached plasma sustainment. 

In GAMMA 10/PDX, divertor simulation experiments have been carried out using a divertor simulation 

experimental module (D-module) which is installed in the west-end region to study the divertor detachment and 

plasma-wall interaction [9-11]. Recently, detachment of hydrogen plasma has been achieved by additional hydrogen 

gas injection into the D-module. In this detached plasma, MAR plays a crucial role [12]. In this study, we have 

measured two dimensional distributions of the H and H line intensities with a high speed camera to discuss a 
phenomenon of MAR in the D-module.



EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The tandem mirror GAMMA 10/PDX consists of a central cell, anchor cells, plug-barrier cells and end regions.

The total length of the device is 27 m and the vacuum vessel volume is 150 m3. The main plasma is produced and 

maintained by ion cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF) heating. The D-module is installed in the west-end region. 

Figure 1(a) shows the side view of the D-module. The V-shaped target in the D-module is exposed to the end loss 

plasma. Tungsten plates with the thickness of 0.2 mm are attached on the V-shaped target base. The size of the tungsten 

target is 0.3 m in width and 0.35 m in length. Langmuir probes are installed on the upper target and near the inlet of 

the D-module to measure the electron density and temperature of the plasma. Gas injection ports are set at the inlet of 

the D-module and the hydrogen gas is injected toward the target.

The spatial distributions of the Hα and H line intensities of the plasma in the D-module are measured by a high 
speed camera as shown in Fig. 1(b). An interference filter (656 nm ± 10 nm or 486 nm ± 10 nm) is installed in front 

of the camera. The both intensities were relatively calibrated by using a standard light source. In this experiment, the 

plenum pressure for the hydrogen gas supply was changed shot by shot to control the gas pressure in the D-module, 

which was measured by an ASDEX gauge installed at the top of the D-module. 

    FIGURE 1. (a)Schematic views of the D-module and (b)west end region of GAMMA 10/PDX.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The V-shaped target was exposed to the end-loss plasma for 200 ms and additional hydrogen gas was supplied in 

the D-module from 300 ms before the plasma production to end of the plasma. Figure 2 shows the spatial distributions

of the Hα and H line intensities at each gas pressure, which were measured shot by shot assuming reproducibility of 
the plasma. The intensity was averaged over a period from 100 ms to 160 ms in which period plasma was stable. The 

neutral gas pressure in the D-module is shown in each image of Fig. 2. The H line intensity became stronger at the 
upstream of the plasma (i.e. left hand side of the image) with increase in the gas pressure. On the other hand, the 

Hline intensity near the upstream had the maximum at the pressure of ~2 Pa and it decreased with increase in the gas 

pressure. The Hα and H line intensities near the corner of the V-shaped target decreased very much at the high neutral 
pressure, indicating that the plasma was detached from the target. 

The electron temperature and density near the corner of the V-shaped target are also indicated at the left hand side 

of Fig. 2. The electron temperature decreased to ~2 eV with increasing the gas pressure. On the other hand, the electron 

density increased with the increase of the gas pressure up to 2 Pa and then decreased with increase in the gas pressure

(i.e. density roll over), which is similar to the trend of H line intensity. Measurements of electron temperature and 

density as well as the Hα and H line intensities revealed that the plasma was detached through the MAR process [12]. 

The ratio of H and H line intensities is a good monitor for occurrence of MAR. Figures 2(i) - 2(l) show the 

spatial distribution of the ratio of H line intensity to H line intensity (IH/IH) at each gas pressure. Figures 3(a) - 3(c) 

show the H line intensity, H line intensity and a ratio of those intensities as a function of z, which means a distance 
along the central axis from the corner of the V-shaped target. The data of Fig. 3 is extracted from the distribution of

Fig. 2. Unevenness of the intensity at z ~ 130, 230 and 335 mm is caused by the reflection of edge of the flange which 

is installed at the opposite side of the plasma. As the gas pressure increased, IH/IH increased and the region of the 
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FIGURE 2. (a)-(d) Two dimensional images of H line intensity, (e)-(h) two dimensional images of H line 

intensity and (i)-(l) ratio of H intensity and H intensity (IH/IH).

FIGURE 3. (a) H line intensity, (b) H line intensity and (c) ratio of the H line intensity to the H line intensity 

(IH/IH) and (d) pressure dependence of the peak positon of IH/IH and IH/IH at the peak position. 
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high ratio moved from the corner to the upstream side and spread, indicating MAR was enhanced with increase in the 

neutral gas pressure and the region of the MAR occurrence spread and moved to the upstream side. The intensity ratio 

IH/IH increased with increase in the neutral gas pressure. The peak position of IH/IH moved to the upstream side 

and IH/IH became about 30 as shown in Fig. 3(d).

SUMMARY

In GAMMA 10/PDX, a divertor simulation experimental module (D-module) has been installed in the west-end 

region to study divertor detachment and plasma-wall interaction. The plasma was sustained by ion cyclotron heating, 

and the V-shaped target which was installed in the D-module was exposed to the end-loss plasma. Experiments of 

hydrogen gas injection to the D-module have been carried out to study spatial distribution of the MAR occurrence. 

The spatial distributions of H and H line intensities of the divertor simulation plasma in the D-module were measured 
with the high speed camera. The electron temperature near the corner of the V-shaped target decreased to ~2 eV with 

increase in the neutral gas pressure in the D-module and the density roll over was observed, indicating the plasma was 

detached. At that time, the intensity ratio IH/IH increased and the peak position of IH/IH moved to the upstream side 

and the area of high IH/IH spread. This indicates that MAR was enhanced with increase in the neutral gas pressure 

and the region of the MAR occurrence spread and moved to the upstream side, since IH/IH is a good monitor of MAR 
occurrence. 
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